Abstract. In this paper, we investigate representations of At(N ), the Atiyah algebroids of a holomorphic line bundles N over a complex manifold Y . In particular, we relate At(N )-modules with logarithmic connections through two functors. On the one hand, we use these functors to the define invariants (monodromy) for representations of Atiyah algebroids. On the other hand, this opens the way to use the theory of Lie algebroids to study problems about logarithmic connections; we will give an example of this by showing that the existence of Deligne's extensions of flat connections and the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for regular flat meromorphic connections may be obtained as pull-back of similar results for At(N )-modules, and, at this level, these results are a direct consequence of the second theorem of Lie.
Introduction
Let N be a line bundle over a complex manifold Y . As it was originally introduced in [1] , the Atiyah algebroid of N is an object to describe the connections on N : it fits in the exact sequence
and any splitting of this sequence correspond to a connection on N . In the theory of Lie algebroids, Atiyah algebroids play a central role, since they describe transitive Lie algebroids, and allow to formulate the definition of L-connections and related concepts (cf. [13] ).
The other main topic of this paper are logarithmic connections. Let X be a complex manifold and D a smooth divisor in X. Logarithmic connections on (X, D) are connections on X holomorphic on X \D and with poles along D, whose behavior is very regular. They can be used to describe the topology of X \ D, since they are related to representations of π 1 (X \ D). Moreover, they can be used to describe the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence in a geometric way (cf. [6] , [16] ).
In this paper, we construct two functors that relate representations of At(N ) with logarithmic connections. Thanks to these functors, one is able to use the theory of Lie algebroids to investigate properties of logarithmic connections, and vice-versa.
The first functor is based on the following remark by Carlos Simpson: When X = N and D = Y , the p * functor is a left adjoint to the restriction functor. Using p * , one can define the monodromy of a At(N )-module as the monodromy of the associated logarithmic connection. We then study the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for At(N )-modules, i.e. we study the existence of At(N )-modules having a given monodromy, and classify them. We will find that at the level of At(N )-modules, the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence is a direct consequence of the second theorem of Lie, and that the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for regular meromorphic connections may be obtained as a pull-back through p * of the results that we obtain for At(N )-modules.
Recently, in [8] have been developed techniques to study connections with singularities through Lie algebroids and groupoids related to the problem, that fit the general ideas of this paper. Moreover , in [9] and [10] are presented applications of the logarithmic tangent Lie algebroid to symplectic and Poisson geometry.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we recall general definition on Lie algebroids and Atiyah algebroids, we describe the s-connected s-simply connected Lie groupoid integrating the Atiyah algebroids, and gather basic properties of representation of Atiyah algebroids. These are mainly standard results in Lie algebroid theory, and we gather the ingredients and proofs that we need in order to have a self-contained exposition. In Section 3 we recall the construction of the logarithmic complex and logarithmic connections, prove Theorem 3.4 and explore some direct consequence. In Section 4 we prove Theorem 4.6, define monodromy for representations of At(N ), study the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for these objects and show how classical results descend from these.
Notation. In this paper, we work in the holomorphic category. Most of the results of Section 2 hold also in the real case, and actually this is how they are usually presented; since in the later sections we will work in the holomorphic category, we will state everything in this setting from the beginning. We will sometime omit the adjectives "complex" or "holomorphic" when they are redundant, but these should be always understood unless otherwise stated.
We use the same letter to denote a holomorphic vector bundle and its sheaf of holomorphic sections. For p : E → X a holomorphic vector bundle over a complex manifold X, when we write s ∈ E we will always mean that s is a local section of E defined on some open set U in X. When more sections are involved, we will assume that they are defined over the same open set. For x ∈ X, we denote by E(x) the fiber of E over x. To denote a point v of the fiber bundle E, we will use the notation v ∈ E(x), with x = p(x) (or v ∈ E(p(v))).
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For the purposes of this paper, we shall assume that L is O Y -locally free, i.e. a holomorphic vector bundle over Y .
For L a holomorphic Lie algebroid, we set
OY L * and call it the sheaf of L-forms of degree p. The Cartan formula that defines the exterior differential of a manifold can be easily adapted to Lie algebroids, and leads to a differential
that squares to 0. Define the cohomology of the holomorphic Lie algebroid by
A morphism between two Lie algebroids L and L ′ over the same base is a morphism φ : L → L ′ of O Y -modules compatible both with the anchors and the brackets. If L is a Lie algebroid over Y and L ′ is a Lie algebroid over a different complex manifold
, the following compatibility between the brackets is satisfied:
Clearly, the holomorphic tangent bundle T Y to a complex manifold Y is naturally a Lie algebroid, with the identity as anchor and commutator of vector fields as Lie bracket. Similarly, any sub-O Y -module F ⊆ T Y with [F , F ] ⊆ F has an induced Lie algebroid structure.
Definition 2.1. Let P p → Y be a holomorphic principal G-bundle over Y , for some complex Lie group G with Lie algebra g. Consider the exact sequence obtained from the differential of p:
The group G acts naturally on each element of this sequence, and after taking the quotient one obtains the exact sequence
of vector bundles over Y . The Atiyah algebroid of P is At(P ) = T P /G, with anchor equal to the quotient map of the sequence (2), and bracket induced by the bracket of vector fields in T P .
Remark that the sequence (1) is an exact sequence of Lie algebroids, where ad(P ) is a Lie algebroid with trivial anchor and O Y -linear bracket induced by the Lie algebra structure of g.
In the case G = GL(r, C), one can describe the Atiyah algebroid of a GL(r, C)-principal bundle in terms of the vector bundle associated to the standard representation of GL(r, C) on C r . In fact we have:
Definition 2.2. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over Y . The Atiyah algebroid of E, denoted by At(E), is the Lie algebroid on Y defined as follows:
• as a vector bundle, At(E) consists of differential operators on E of order one with scalar symbol, i.e. it is the subsheaf of E nd CY E consisting of endomorphisms D such that there exist a vector field
for any f ∈ O Y and s ∈ E; • the anchor is given by the symbol map, namely D → σ D ;
• the Lie bracket is the commutator of the differential operators.
In this case, we have the following analogue of the sequence (2):
If P E is the principal GL(r, C)-bundle of frames of the vector bundle E, one has a natural isomorphism between the Lie algebroids At(P E ) and At(E).
We say that the L-connection ∇ is flat (we also say that the pair (E, ∇) is a representation of L, or that E is a L-module) if moreover ∇ is a morphism of Lie algebroids.
Lie groupoids and integration.
Definitions and results reported in this subsection are standard in the smooth setting. The holomorphic case was studied in [12] , where it is obtained that essentially the same results hold in the holomorphic context.
A holomorphic Lie groupoid G over a complex manifold Y is a groupoid (i.e. a small category where each arrow is invertible) such that the space of objects is Y , the space of arrows, that we still denote by G, has the structure of complex manifolds, the source and target maps s, t : G → Y are holomorphic surjective submersions, the identity e : Y → G is a holomorphic embedding, and the multiplication and inverse map are holomorphic maps.
We denote by G y , resp. G y , the fibers of the source map, resp. target map, i.e. G y = s −1 (y), and G y = t −1 (y). Introduce the notation G y ′ y = G y ∩ G y ′ for the intersections, and when y = y ′ the space G y y has a group structure, that we call vertex group at y. We will also use similar notations with Z any subset of Y in place of y.
There is a standard construction that associates to a holomorphic Lie groupoid G a holomorphic Lie algebroid A(G). One says that a holomorphic Lie algebroid L is integrable when there exist a holomorphic Lie groupoid G such that L = A(G). Unlike the case of Lie algebras, Lie algebroids are not always integrable (see [13] , [5] ). However, one has the following that grants the uniqueness of a "special" Lie groupoid integrating a given integrable Lie algebroid:
Then there exist a unique holomorphic Lie groupoidG such that A(G) = L and the fibersG y are connected and simply connected for any y (in the following we will say that the Lie groupoid with these properties is s-connected and s-simply connected).
A morphism between two holomorphic Lie groupoids G on Y and
compatible with all the structural morphisms of G and G ′ . We will mainly deal with morphisms of Lie groupoids over the same base Y and such that f = 1 Y . When we write F : G → G ′ for a Lie groupoid morphism, it should be understood that it is a morphism of Lie groupoids over the identity.
There is a standard construction that associates to a morphism of Lie groupoids
Similarly to the case of Lie algebras, the following holds (cf. [14] ): 
Example 1 (Trivial groupoids). Let Y be a complex manifold, and G a complex Lie group. Then the trvial Lie groupoid over Y with vertex group G is the groupoid Y × G × Y , with source (resp. target) map equal to the projection to the first (resp. third) factor, multiplication (x, g, y)·(y, g Remark that the pair (s, t) : Π 1 (Y ) → Y × Y (also called the anchor of the groupoid) defines a Lie groupoids morphism over the identity from the fundamental groupoid to the pair groupoid. This morphism is surjective, and we have the exact sequence of Lie groupoids
where K, is as a totally intransitive Lie groupoid (i.e. a groupoid where s = t) with K y y = π 1 (Y, y). Example 4 (Gauge groupoid). Let p : P → Y be a holomorphic principal Gbundle, with G a complex Lie group. The gauge groupoid of P is the holomorphic Lie groupoid G(P ) over Y defined as follows:
• the space G(P ) is P ×P G , with G acting diagonally on the product;
• the identity is e(y) = [a, a] for any a ∈ P (y);
The Lie algebroid associated to G(P ) is At(P ), so Atiyah algebroids of principal and vector bundles are integrable Lie algebroids. The fibers G(P ) y are isomorphic to P , so in general G(P ) is not s-simply connected.
Remark that the anchor [a, b] → (p(a), p(b)) yields the exact sequence of Lie groupoids
, where the leftmost term is the fiber bundle associated to the adjoint representation of G on itself, seen as a totally intransitive Lie groupoid with s = t equal to the bundle projection map.
Example 5 (Gauge-Path groupoid). Let p : P → Y be as before; define the following Lie groupoid C(P ) over Y :
• arrows in C(P ) are elements of the quotient Π 1 (P )/G, where the action of G on paths is given by
• the identity over y is the class of the constant path at a for any a with p(a) = y; the inverse is defined as the inverse in the path groupoid. Since the Lie algebroid associated to Π 1 (P ) is T P , the Lie algebroid associated to C(P ) is T P /G = At(P ). The fibers C(P ) y are isomorphic to Π 1 (P ) a for any a ∈ P (y). So C(P ) y is isomorphic toP , the universal cover of P , and as such it is simply connected. Thus C(P ) is the unique s-connected s-simply connected Lie algebroid integrating At(P ).
The groupoid C(P ) has two natural surjective groupoid morphisms over the identity: one is p : C(P ) → Π 1 (Y ) induced by the bundle map p, and the other ǫ : C(P ) → G(P ) given by taking the endpoints of a path. The kernel of p is isomorphic to the fiber bundle P × GG , where one identifiesG with the space of homotopy classes of paths in G starting at the identity, and the G-action onG is (g · γ)(t) = g · γ(t) · g −1 . These give the commutative diagram of Lie groupoids
Remark that both W and K are totally intransitive Lie groupoids over Y , with K y y = π 1 (Y, y), and W y y = π 1 (P, a) for any a ∈ P (y). Example 6 (Frame groupoid). Let E be a vector bundle on Y . Define Iso(E), the frame groupoid of E, to be the Lie groupoid whose elements are triples (y 1 , y 2 , φ), with y 1 , y 2 ∈ Y and φ : E(y 1 ) → E(y 2 ) an isomorphism. The Lie groupoid structure is given by s(y 1 , y 2 , φ) = y 1 and t(y 1 , y 2 , φ) = y 2 , the product (y 1 , y 2 , φ)(y 2 , y 3 , φ ′ ) = (y 1 , y 3 , φ ′ • φ), the identity e(y) = (y, y, 1 E(y) ) and the inverse (y 1 , y 2 , φ) −1 = (y 2 , y 1 , φ −1 ). Remark that if P E is the principal GL(r, C)-bundle of frames of E, one has a natural isomorphism of Lie groupoids between Iso(E) and the gauge groupoid PE ×PE GL(r,C) .
In the previous section, we gave a definition of representation of a Lie algebroid L on a vector bundle E as a morphism of Lie algebroids L → At(E). Similarly, one has the following: Definition 2.6. Let G be a Lie groupoid and E a vector bundle on Y . A Gmodule structure on E, or a representation of G on E is a Lie groupoid morphism Φ : G → Iso(E) over the identity.
Then, one obtains the following corollary of the second theorem of Lie:
There is an equivalence between the category of L-modules and the category of G-modules, whereG is the unique s-connected and s-simply connected Lie groupoid integrating L.
A Lie groupoid is said transitive when the anchor (s, t) is surjective. It turns out (cf. [13] , Chapter 1.5) that a transitive Lie groupoid is locally trivial, i.e. that one can always find local sections of t |Gy :
One can use the local triviality of a transitive Lie groupoid G to build a representation of G from a representation of its vertex groups. Namely one has: Proof. The restriction to y yields the functor G-modules −→ G y y -modules that associates to a G-module E the representation ρ E(y) . One need to find an inverse to this, i.e. associate to any representation ρ : G y y → GL(r, C) a G-module S ρ such that S ρ E(y) = E and S ρ restricted to y yields back ρ.
Recall that G y y naturally acts on the source fiber G y , and, when G is transitive, each G y is a principal G y y -bundle over Y , with projection G y → Y equal to the target map t |Gy , and equipped with a natural framing (t |Gy )
r , the vector bundle associated to the principal bundle G y and the representation ρ.
Any g 1 ∈ G y defines the representation ad g1 ρ : G y1 y1 → GL(r, C), with y 1 = t(g 1 ), and ad g1 ρ (c) = ρ(g 1 cg
Now, let g ∈ G be any arrow with s(g) = y 1 and t(g) = y 2 , choose a g 1 ∈ G y1 y and set g 2 = g 1 g ∈ G y2 y . Define the isomorphism Φ g : S ρ (y 1 ) → S ρ (y 2 ) as the composition
where the central isomorphism is defined by using the framings of G y1 and G
We shall denote by R the first inclusion, and call its image in L N the isotropy of the Lie algebroid At(N ). Since O Y is abelian as a Lie algebroid, one has the following (see [2] , [17] ): Let now V be a vector bundle on Y , and δ a At(N )-connection on V ; then
is a C Y -modules morphism satisfying the Leibniz rule δ(f s) = f δs
Remark 2.10. Here and in the following, the At(N )-connections are holomorphic structures on N . If one wants to work with smooth structures, one should be careful to choose the appropriate real Lie algebroids associated to At(N ). For example, to reformulate the following propositions using objects in the real category one should use the Lie algebroid At(N ) R ⊲⊳ T 0,1 X as in [11] . Dualizing the sequence (5) one obtains
and by composing δ with the quotient map R * one obtains a O Y -linear endomorphism δ R ∈ End OY V . We call δ R the isotropy action (or endomorphism) of δ on V .
The next proposition gives some restriction on the topology of V for the existence of At(N )-connections on it: 
Now to prove Proposition 2.11 one needs to study the cohomology of L N . One has the following (see [3] ):
that induces a long exact sequence in cohomology
where the connecting morphism is given by the cup product with c 1 (N ).
In particular, for the cohomology of At(N ) we have the isomorphisms:
, 
The following proposition can be seen as a prequel to the correspondence between At(N )-modules and logarithmic connections that we will establish in the following sections:
Proposition 2.14. Let (V, δ) be a At(N )-module, and δ R ∈ End(V ) the isotropy endomorphism. Then the endomorphisms of the fibers δ R (y) ∈ End(V (y)) belong to the same conjugacy class for any y ∈ Y .
In particular, the eigenvalues of δ R (y) do not depend on the point y.
Proof. Let y 0 ∈ Y , and choose ζ a local splitting of the sequence (5) in a neighborhood of y 0 , such that ζ is a morphism of Lie algebroids. Define δ ζ = δ • ζ. We have δ = δ R + δ ζ , with δ ζ a flat T Y -connection on V . For any other point y in the neighborhood where ζ is defined, the parallel transport defined by δ ζ induces an isomorphism T : V (y 0 ) → V (y).
Claim: T conjugates the endomorphisms δ R (y 0 ) and δ R (y).
The flatness of δ implies that δ R • δ ζ = δ ζ • δ R . Let v ∈ V (y 0 ), and s be the unique δ ζ -horizontal section with s(y 0 ) = v. Then T (v) = s(y) and
while on the other hand
The last equality holds because, since s is δ ζ -horizontal, δ R s is δ ζ -horizontal as well, and it defines the parallel transport of δ R (y 0 )(v).
For y a point far from y 0 , join x to x 0 with a smooth path, cover the path with a finite number of open sets over which splittings as before exist, and iterate the previous argument. 
In particular, if V is an irreducible At(N )-module, then its isotropy endomorphism δ R has only one eigenvalue.
Proof. The flatness of δ implies that δ commutes with δ R . On the other hand, δ commutes with the multiplication by λ, since λ is a complex number. Then
as well, i.e. V λ is a sub-At(N )-module of V , and the proposition follows.
Restriction of logarithmic connections
3.1. The logarithmic complex. In this subsection we recall briefly some definition and basic properties on the logarithmic tangent complex and logarithmic connections. Since our later results hold (at the moment) only for divisors that are smooth, we will simplify the exposition and assume from the beginning that the divisor D where the singularities take place is smooth, whereas the results of this subsection are usually formulated for D a divisor with simple normal crossing singularities. For more details, see for example [6] , [7] .
Let X be a complex manifold, and D ⊆ X a smooth divisor.
Definition 3.1. The sheaf of p-forms with logarithmic poles along D is the subsheaf Ω
Clearly, the differential of a form with logarithmic poles has again logarithmic poles, so (Ω , and one has the exact sequence
The quotient map is the Poincaré residue, that we denote by R D , and may be described explicitly as follows:
A connection with logarithmic poles along D (or simply a logarithmic connection when no confusion on the divisor D may arise) is a pair (E, ∇) with E a holomorphic vector bundle on X and
X (log D) a map of C X -modules satisfying the Leibniz rule ∇(f s) = f · ∇s + s ⊗ df . One introduces the curvature of a logarithmic connection in the usual way, and say that the connection is flat when its curvature vanishes.
Let (E, ∇) be a logarithmic connection. One defines the residue of ∇ along D to be the composition
One checks that the composition is O-linear, and that it vanishes on the sections in E(−D), so that it defines an endomorphism res D ∇ ∈ End OD (E |D ).
From the Lie algebroid point of view, one can rephrase the previous paragraphs as follows: let us denote be T X (− log D) the vector bundle dual to Ω 1 X (log D). This is a sub-O X -module of the tangent bundle T X , and is described as the set of derivations V ∈ T X = Der(O X ) that preserve I D , the ideal sheaf of D, i.e. such that V (I D ) ⊆ I D . Equivalently, it consists of those vector fields on X that are tangent to D, and if x 1 , . . . , x n are coordinates on X such that D has equation
The commutator of two vector fields in T X (− log D) is again in T X (− log D), so T X (− log D) is a sub-Lie algebroid of T X . The following is straightforward: Proposition 3.3. Let X be a complex manifold, and D a smooth divisor in X.
Then the complex Ω
So logarithmic connection are the same thing as T X (− log D)-connection, and flat logarithmic connection are equivalent to T X (− log D)-module.
3.2.
Restriction of logarithmic objects to the divisor of singularities. The tangent logarithmic bundle fits in the exact sequence
where N D/X is the normal bundle to D in X. Denote by L D/X the restriction of T X (− log D) to the divisor D. By restricting the sequence (9) to the divisor D one obtains the exact sequence of O D -modules
The image of the central arrow coincides with T D , and the sequence splits into the two short exact sequences
One has the following: Proof. The anchor of L D/X is given by the quotient map of the first of the exact sequences in (11) , while the bracket is defined by taking lifts to T X (− log D) of the sections of L D/X . This is well defined since one has (12) [ 
The point 1. For the point 2., letf be any function in O X such thatf |D = f ; we have
and the last summand is zero since w |D ∈ T D . Similarly, for 3. we have:
and the conclusion follows from the fact that ξ(f ) = w(f ) |D for any choice of
Remark 3.5. By this theorem, one obtains a new interpretation of the residue of a logarithmic form: in fact, the residue map (7) coincides with the composition of the restriction (6). Now, let us consider a logarithmic connection (E, ∇). This is a T X (− log D)-connection, so the restriction of ∇ to D will define a At(N D/X )-connection on E |D . This can be checked by hand, but also follows from general result on pull-back of structures of Lie algebroid module established in [4] .
By Remark 3.5, the residue of a logarithmic connection coincides with the isotropy endomorphism of the At(N D/X )-connection structure of the restriction. Let us summarize this with the following: Then the residue res D ∇ coincides with δ R , the isotropy endomorphism of δ.
Remark 3.9. This proposition generalizes other definitions of the residue of a logarithmic connection. See for instance Chapter 0 of [16] . In particular, in Chapter 0.14 of loc. cit., given a logarithmic connection (E, ∇), one constructs a T D -connection on E |D under the assumption that the normal bundle N D/X is trivial. This construction follows from Proposition 3. Definition 4.1. The monodromy of (E, ∇) is the representation T : π 1 (Y ) → GL(r, C) defined by the local system E ∇ .
The monodromy of a flat vector bundle completely characterize it, since one has:
There is a one-to-one correspondence between: -equivalence classes of flat connections on Y of rank r; -conjugacy classes of representations of the fundamental group T : π 1 (Y ) → GL(r, C).
As it was noted in [8] , this correspondence may be understood as a consequence of Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2. 
where u is any point in the fiber (N \ Y )(y). The first column is the exact sequence that describes the fundamental group of N \Y , where the inclusion Z → π 1 (N \Y, u) is given by the class of the loop around the zero on the fiber (N \ Y )(y). Moreover, this is a push out diagram, and one obtains:
Then there is a natural isomorphism of groups
We can now state the following:
The monodromy of (V, δ) is the representation T δ :
In the next subsection we will give a geometric construction of this monodromy, that justifies the terminology.
4.2.
From At(N )-modules to logarithmic connections. Let p : N → Y be a line bundle over a complex variety as before. Consider N as a manifold itself, and denote by ι : Y → N the embedding given by the zero section; this makes Y a smooth divisor in N , and we can consider T N (− log Y ), the sheaf of vector fields on N tangent to Y .
Consider T p , the differential of the projection p; this gives the exact sequence
Since N is a line bundle, the vertical bundle ker(T p ) is isomorphic to O N (Y ), the line bundle whose sections are the meromorphic function on N with a simple pole at Y . Now consider the pull back of this sequence via the inclusion of T N (− log Y ) in T N . The restriction of T p to T N (− log Y ) is again surjective, and one has the exact sequence
Vectors in ker(T p ) ∩ T N (− log Y ) are tangent both to Y and to the fibers of p, so it consists of those vector fields in ker( (16) δ
and extend it to O N by the Leibniz rule. Under the isomorphism O N = Sym OY N * , the ideal I Y correspond to the ideal generated by s * , so it is clear that Ψ(a ⊗ D) ∈ T N (− log Y ). We should check that this definition does not depend on the choice of s, and that Ψ defines a morphism of extensions.
Lets be another non vanishing section of N , withs = gs for some g ∈ O Y invertible function. Thens
so that δ is well defined. The compatibility of Ψ with the projection to p * T Y is straightforward, since the projection of a ⊗ D is a ⊗ σ D , while the projection of δ is induced from the action of δ on the pull back of functions of Y , and for δ = Ψ(a ⊗ D) this gives exactly a ⊗ σ D .
To check that Ψ is compatible with the inclusion of O N , remark that the inclusion O N → T N (− log Y ) corresponds to the Euler vector field on N , i.e. the vector field generated by the C * -action on the fibers of N ; let us denote it by δ R . Since the C * -action preserves the fibers, δ R applied to pull-backs of functions on Y is zero, i.e. δ R (f ) = 0 for any f ∈ O Y . By construction, δ Ψ(a⊗D) (f ) = aσ D (f ), and this is zero exactly when
So the pull back p * At(N ) is naturally a Lie algebroid over N , which is equivalent to the logarithmic tangent bundle T N (− log Y ). Thus, by the results of [4] we have an induced functor at the level of modules, namely
Since p • ι = 1 Y , the p * -functor is a left adjoint to the restriction functor
Let (V, δ) be a At(N )-module, and (E, ∇) = p * (V, ∇) its pull-back. This is a logarithmic connection with poles along Y , so it defines a smooth flat connection (E U , ∇ U ) on U = N \ Y . By Theorem 4.2, one has the monodromy of (E U , ∇ U ) that is a representation T ∇U :
On the other hand, we have another notion of monodromy of a At(N )-module, given in Definition 4.5. These two notions coincide: Then T ∇U coincides with T δ .
Proof. Let us examine more closely how T δ is defined. For (V, δ) a At(N )-module, for any g ∈ C(N \ Y ) one can define the parallel transport along g defined by δ, which is an isomorphism τ g : V (s(g)) → V (t(g)) (cf. [5] ). This defines the C(N \ Y )-module structure on V that is granted from the second theorem of Lie. A O X -lattice of a meromorphic bundle E is a subsheaf E ⊆ E which is a locally free O X -module and such that E = E ⊗ OX O X ( * D).
A flat connection on a meromorphic bundle ∇ :
Given a logarithmic connection (E, ∇), one has a naturally associated regular flat connection on a meromorphic bundle, namely E = E ⊗ O X ( * D) with ∇(s ⊗ f ) = ∇s ⊗ f + s ⊗ df , where one is using the natural inclusion
Given a representation T : π 1 (X \ D) → GL(r, C) and two splittings τ and σ the associated Deligne's extension (E τ , ∇ τ ) and (E σ , ∇ σ ) have the same associated regular flat meromorphic connection, and one obtains the following Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for regular singular connection (cf. [15] , Theorem 11.7): We can reformulate this proposition in the following way: We interpret this result as a Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, since it is a characterization of the At(N )-modules having a prescribed monodromy. Moreover, this implies Theorem 4.10 in the case X = N and D = Y , since for any a ∈ Z the pullback of N ⊗a yields the trivial regular flat meromorphic connection (O X ( * D), d).
